
Digital products, 

designed for users
Our document deck



We create modern, intuitive digital products, designed to deliver 
experiences that delight and inspire.



Each design begins with understanding user research, which we add 
to our years of experience with clients from all industries. 



Our priority is understanding your business, your product and, most 
importantly, your users. This way, we can guarantee results.

                Alyoop is a versatile team of 
UX/UI design specialists. 
who are we



                Here are some quick 
numbers of our history

Giving UX/UI advice Projects for business 
and startups

countries we have 
worked with clients in

6 years 30+ 5

quick facts



           Our clients love us,

and the feeling’s mutual.
Clients

“Alyoop helped find simple design solutions to 
complex userflows and features on our hybrid 
desktop and mobile app. Their methodical and 
collaborative approach took both our users and 
developers into account, resulting in an intuitive 
and modern design. Very adaptive and would 
listen to any feedback and always quick to 
respond. Highly recommend working with them!”

“Professional and collaborative. Took the time to 
understand our objectives and managed our 
expectations well from start to finish. They also 
took the limitations of our platforms into 
consideration when designing the new UX flow, 
and yet the proposed UI still reflects best 
practice. Various business areas have used their 
service for multiple projects and everyone’s 
been pleased with the quality of work they’ve 
delivered.”

Philip Wintermantle

Welldy Limonta

Travel deals app

Global e-commerce website
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Our way of

working

process
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Our process begins with the user in mind. This gives us a clear direction 
and a set of boundaries, while also letting us maintain our flexibility. We 
can shape our process to suit any design problems you are facing. Check 
out how it works.



Our user-centric 
process can adapt to 
you, no matter what 
stage your design is at



01
02Define

This phase will be familiar to fans of design thinking. We 
uncover the juicy parts of our research, and we begin to 
tackle them with our bag of tools and tricks. We develop a 
strategy through clear definition of user goals, needs, and 
problems, ensuring the collaborative input of every member 
of our expert team. Once everyone’s weighed in, we arrive 
at a decision about what’s getting built.



Main deliverables include

Information Architecture & Sitemapping

Screen Strategy

Discover

We start with understanding. This is where our crew joins 
forces with your crew. We leave no stone unturned, 
immersing ourselves in the mindset of your users. We 
critically analyse the current market and keep an eye out 
for shiny things – curiosities and insights that indicate 
what’s working and what needs more research. All of this 
assessment tells us where to dig down in our next phase.



Main deliverables include

Discovery Session

https://alyoop.com.au/information-architecture-and-sitemapping
https://alyoop.com.au/discovery-session


03
04Design

Visuals get people talking, and we love starting 
conversations. With your brand firmly in mind, we create or 
update your product’s style in a way that is engaging and 
emotionally evocative. We geek out over systems, so 
functional, consistent visual language is the order of the 
day. With the whole thing running smoothly, animations and 
transitions aligned with your brand values bring your 
product to life. Now your product is ready for development.



Main deliverables include

Visual Directions

Design System

Ideate & 
Iterate

This is where we start getting our hands dirty. We get stuck 
into design sprints, going from the gut, ideating and 
iterating intuitive on-screen strategies. We end up with a 
robust prototype, primed for testing, and we set it loose on 
real-life users. Once we have some feedback, our team 
decides whether we re-iterate what we’ve got, or move 
forward into the beautification stage.



Main deliverables include

Prototyping

User Testing

https://alyoop.com.au/visual-directions
https://alyoop.com.au/design-system
https://alyoop.com.au/prototyping
https://alyoop.com.au/user-testing


05Handover

We pride ourselves on the clarity of our communication. 
When we handover files, anyone can understand what 
they’re getting. We’ve got your developer’s back, too, 
ensuring our designs are being assembled pixel by 
perfect pixel. We track results, monitor the process, and 
let you know when to pop the champagne. Whether it’s 
consultation or a big, new challenge, we’re always here to 
help.



Main deliverables include

Handoff

We 
made it!

https://alyoop.com.au/handoff


Past work you 
may find helpful

work
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A future-focussed 
crypto exchange for 
Australia's most 
serious traders.



Services used

Project Timeline

Client

4 month Partnership

BTC Markets

Full Process

Discovery Workshop

Design System

Screen Strategies

Wireframes

User Journeys

Established 8 years

Process used

Company stage

Project 
Description

Who we 
designed for

Despite leading the market since 2012, BTCM’s image 
and processes were stuck in that year. They help 
serious traders, so their website needed to get serious 
too. BTCM needed a page that established them as the 
national leader in cryptocurrency exchange and 
delivered a crystal clear message about their values 
and services.

A computer whiz who has systemised 
their investments. They want a 
platform where they can leverage 
those methods to multiply their 
success.

A tech-head that knows how to make 
money work for them. They're building 
their portfolio and want a platform 
that will help it grow.

Programmer/AnalystFinance Manager









Design System



Design System
Design System



Onboarding



BTCM saw an increase in sign ups within 30 days of the new 
product launch. They received far less questions about their 
features, and far more admiring tweets. 

Everyone was happy with that. 

Lucas Dobbins

“After working with Alyoop to help us with our 
website, we hired them again for the next. It’s difficult 
to find creative agencies that care, can project 
manage efficiently, and take user problems and think 
about holistic solutions; these are 3 of many things 
they do incredibly well.”

The Result



Empowering 

coaches and athletes to 
maximize their training.



Services used

Project Timeline

Client

8 week partnership

ALTR Project

UI Refresh

Discovery Workshop

Design System

Handoff

Visual Directions

Established Start-Up

Process used

Company stage

Project 
Description

Who we 
designed for

ALTR Project lets coaches and trainers easily design 
and deliver programs without all the time consuming 
admin. Aimee, founder of ALTR, approached us to take 
her product to the next level with an overhaul of the 
user interface design and a tweak of the user 
experience. Some deep new features needed to be 
introduced across mobile and desktop with a strong 
and unified brand style.

A beginner or seasoned athlete that 
wants to stay focused and improve 
themselves by checking their progress 
and goals.

An ultra-fit athlete that runs their own 
gym and wants to spend less time 
creating programs and more time 
tracking their clients.

Beginner/Competitive AthleteCoach / Gym Owner















Aimee saved a heap of time with creating schedules for her 
clients. Helping her secure more clients as they had a more 
accessible way to check their times, progress and reach their 
fitness goal.

Aimee Tawhai 

“Alyoop was fantastic to work with right from the 
beginning. I’m so used to doing things myself, or taking 
the fastest approach to ‘get things done’, but with them 
taking their time to really understand the product, my 
client and our ideal customer, they were able to create 
a design that went far beyond my expectations.”

The Result



Services used

Project Timeline

Client

3 month partnership

Zukaz

UX Update, UI Refresh

Discovery Workshop

Prototyping

Design System

User Journeys

Established Start-Up

Process used

Company stage

Project 
Description

Who we 
designed for

Zukaz were crushing it in regional Victoria. Their AR 
app attracted customers by helping merchants use 
foot traffic in a whole new way. When the attention 
they were getting began to grow, their app needed to 
grow with it - an update with new features was in 
order. We understood where Zukaz needed to take 
their product, so we redesigned their app for both 
customers and merchants.

An enthusiastic explorer that loves 
living local. They've got their finger on 
the pulse when it comes to new 
stores and entertainment.

Young Social Butterfly



Helping users earn 
a little walkin’ 
around money.













Our design system has enabled Zukaz to add a number of new 
features to their app within weeks of us delivering it. With their 
final release coming in May 2021, we are proud to have helped 
Zukaz make effective, efficient design decisons. 

Matthew Endresz

“Alyoop has been a pleasure to work with. Their ability 
to not only make things look great but also 
understanding where product problems lie,  
and what our users’ problems are, is what  
sets them apart”

The Result



A sensible, 
streamlined app for 
sustainable cafe 
culture



Services used

Project Timeline

Client

8 week partnership

Noa and Parker

UX Update, UI Refresh

Discovery Workshop

Prototyping

Visual Directions

User Journeys

Early stage start-up

Process used

Company stage

Project 
Description

Who we 
designed for

Noa and Parker signed over 10 cafes in their first 6 
months, which validated their idea. With a more robust 
client base, they needed an app that catered to cafe 
owners and their customers. With heaps of features 
available, our testing process discovered which were 
essential, and which could come later. Result? One 
streamlined app.

Caffeine enthusiasts who love their 
daily dose. Reusable coffee cup 
owners who would happily use a more 
sustainable product, so long as it 
doesn't slow down their order.

Baristas, waiters, chefs, and managers 
who know how their POS works and 
can't be bothered learning a tricky 
new system.

Regular Coffee DrinkersCafé Workers















With our design validated by end users, the app has moved into 
development. Based on the positive feedback our app received, 
Noa and Parker have expanded their business idea to include food 
container swapping as well as coffee cups.

Jeremy Kerrigan

"The team at Alyoop are great to work with. They 
helped take my initial product concept to the next level 
with a clear understanding of our brand's new 
direction. Their product design also solved a number of 
issues we hadn't considered within budget and 
timeline.  
Highly recommend!"

The Result



How we 
help you

services
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We’ll help you take your 
product from good to great.



Heck, we’ll take it from



great to glorious.



Research & 
Strategy

UX Design UI Design

Let’s get into the nitty-gritty of you and 
your user’s goals. We’ll define problems, 
both internal and external, then our 
crew will help your crew to solve them!



Simple isn’t easy, so let us handle that. 
We’ll de-complicate your product to 
ensure an intuitive user experience. 
Your product will be solving problems in 
no time!

Looks aren’t everything? Says who? Your 
product will get a makeover so it looks 
as fresh as the idea it’s built on. What’s 
good for the user is good for your 
brand!





Discovery workshops
Information architecture Design systems

Website/Landing page strategy
Wireframes

User/Persona research
User flows Micro-animations

E-Commerce strategy
User testing

Competitor and comparator
Sitemapping Interaction design

Content strategy
Clickable prototypes

Product strategy
User journeys

Brand strategy

Our core services



General Design Development Copywriting

We also can help with

Marketing collateral Web and Native Apps Micro-copy

Social media templates CMS Language and tone

Branding elements Multi-page websites Copy editing

E-commerce websites Article writing



Our talented 
friends

partnerships
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We are big on parterships and 
we apply it with Alyoop too

Working with other specliased people and groups 
incredibly increases the chances of quality of work 
that leads to success. Thats why we team up with 
the best in their prospectus fields.




Brand & Messaging Development Agency Content Creation


Light Creative is a brand and messaging 
agency that connects your clients more 
meaningfully to your brand.

Your Next Agency is a development 
agency that transforms business 
challenges into impactful web and 
mobile solutions.



Stacked is a content agency to push 
your video content further, so you’re 
not wasting any opportunities.







Some of our partners



We are Alyoop

About
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Small team who 
think big

We are UX/UI specialists who thrive on 
understanding people and their problems. We make 
a point of getting to know you properly. You'll speak 
directly to us while we speak directly to your users. 
The great circle of communication.





If you have any questions or want to 
know more about what’s inside this 
document, you can contact:

Adrian Cantelmi

adrian@alyoop.com.au

Thank you!

mailto:adrian@alyoop.com.au
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